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Learn how to use the arcpy.mapping module to:

• Alter the contents of map documents such as title, layers, and layouts

• Repair your MXD files when your data is moved

• Work live on your current map document or work on MXD files

• Process multiple MXD files

… and see that ArcGIS Pro has very similar functionality in its arcpy.mp module



We import arcpy.mapping, so it is 

now enabled, and we have a variable

named am to quickly reference it.



Our am variable can

get to lots of things…



… including a

map document



Search the help

for mapdocument



The MapDocument method 

takes an mxd_path

and it returns a

MapDocument Object



You can provide the pathname 

to an .mxd file, or you can use 

“CURRENT” to work live with the

current map document



The help shows examples

of each technique



We can use our am variable

in place of arcpy.mapping

to save time



Our new variable mxd can 

get to lots of things about 

the map document



For example, the title property 

is the map document title



Title is a 

Map Document Property



It is settable in the Map Document Properties 

Dialog, and it is used in the Title map element



Set the title property in Python,

and it changes in ArcMap!



Set the title property in ArcMap,

and it changes in Python!



The map title is Dynamic Text, 

displaying the 

Title property of the Document



There are lots of other useful 

map document properties, 

such as dateSaved



You can read dateSaved, 

but you can not modify it,

because it is a Read Only property



The help documentation for MapDocument tells you 

which properties are Read Only and which are Read Write



Another thing you can do with a 

map document is list its layout elements



Let’s experiment 

with one of the samples



Copy …



… and paste to Notepad or your favorite Python editor.  

We need to modify this sample before we use it.



For example, our mxd variable is already set



… and lets list all the elements, 

not just TEXT_ELEMENTS



... And if we are going to list all the elements, 

most of them will not have text properties





Every element has a name and 

a type, so lets print them out



And we do not need to save the 

map document at this time



Deleting the mxd variable does not delete the map document.  

It just releases Python’s hold on it and clears the lock.  

We don’t want to do that either.



Lets copy and paste these lines into the 

Python window to run them.



The text wraps around in the window.  

We pasted a for loop, so we need to 

hit enter twice.  That way the Python 

window knows we are done adding lines 

inside the loop.



Lets widen the Python window 

so we can see better



We have five elements on the layout:

NAME                    TYPE
North Arrow                 MAPSURROUND_ELEMENT

TEXT_ELEMENT

Alternating Scale Bar  MAPSURROUND_ELEMENT

overview                       DATAFRAME_ELEMENT

San Juan                      DATAFRAME_ELEMENT

The name property of the text element does not have anything in it



Lets shift the North Arrow 1.7 page inches to the left



As you can see, only the North Arrow shifted …



… and it shifted 1.7 page inches to the left



Lets list the names of just the dataframes



Now lets list the layers 

in each dataframe,

using these variables:

elm Each dataframe

lay Each layer

mxd The map document

am arcpy.mapping



There are many kinds of layers 

and they have many different properties.

Not all layers support all properties.



The supports method lets you test 

ahead of time and avoid errors



For example, a basemap layer does not have a workspace path.  Lets modify

our script to print out the workspace path of each layer, but only if it has one!



For our example, layers have 

different workspaces, but they 

are all in the D:\temp folder.



Lets point the layers to 

a different folder



Lets replace D:\temp with D:\temp\testing in the sources for all the layers.

Notes: 1. The \\ is needed by Python because \ is a special character.

2. replace is a Python function to replace the contents of strings



The paths have 

all been changed



Now lets use ListFiles() to fix 

all the .mxd files in a folder



Optionally, use da.Walk to fix all the 

.mxd files in an entire directory tree



We need to run it outside

of ArcMap.  Use any IDE.



Add these lines get each .mxd file



Indent your original 

script inside 

the for loop



And save each mxd

as it is processed



Review

• Use “CURRENT” as the MapDocument to work live in ArcMap

- Test live in ArcMap and save to a script file

• Use the MXD file name as the MapDocument to work on MXD files

• Read and sometimes write document properties (Title, dates, etc.)

• Work with elements in a layout

• Work with map layers

• Set data sources on many MXD files at once using ListFiles or da.Walk



ArcPy.Mapping in Pro

Similar functionality, but Pro is different

• Python 3.5 instead of 2.7

• arcpy.mp replaces arcpy.mapping

• .aprx file replaces .mxd

• Multiple layouts

• Map, MapFrame, and Camera objects replace the Data Frame



http://tinyurl.com/promapping

http://tinyurl.com/promapping



